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Lee Resources International, Inc.

Basic Narrative

Continuously, incessantly, throughout each and every day we engage in an evaluation, and judging, and decision making 

process—from small inconsequential decisions to sometimes enormous life altering decisions. This process is based on 

many things, but primarily it is based on our values—our very own, very specific, one of a kind, unique, Personal Value 

System (PVS). Our PVS is dynamic and is always changing. Our PVS grows as we grow. With new experiences, daily living, 

education and training, adversity and trauma, our values and judgments develop, and bring about new understandings to 

the way we see and relate to people, work, places, and things. Problems and challenges can force us to mature in ways we 

can’t always foresee. Our judgments, and thus our decision-making abilities, evolve. Over time, we can improve our 

judgments and decisions. Nonetheless, at any given time we have a Personal Value System that is operating within us, and 

which significantly determines how we process the world and how we react.

Within the context of the Athena Quotient Assessment Instrument (AQai), judgment—or more specifically, evaluative 

judgment—is the ability, when presented with an issue or problem or situation, to observe and understand the dynamics of 

the situation, to determine what actions will make the situation better, and ultimately take action to improve the situation. 

Through the exercise of good judgment, the world can be made a better place, and the individuals within it can—with 

gusto—make steps toward their highest potential and success. 

The opportunity to make improvements in personal judgment is one of the major benefits provided by the AQai. The a ai 

measures, with concrete accuracy, the presence of judgment, or lack thereof. Through study and interpretation of the 

scores, a person gains a sense of where judgments are strong, and also where judgments can be improved. Use this guide as 

a catalyst for change and improvement.

Part 1 of the AQai relates primarily to work-side judgment. This is our external judgment, the judgment that we use in our 

evaluations and decisions to function in the world. 

Part 2 relates primarily to self-side or personal judgment. Self-judgment is the judgment that drives how we feel about 

ourselves and care for ourselves, and provides for us a sense of our own individual uniqueness.

Many assessment instruments are interested in examining “what we do” and “how we do it”. Others are more interested in 

“who we are”. At Athena Assessment Inc. we believe that one does not function without the other—the “what we do” is 

always and forever driven by “who we are”. If we do not have a strong sense of “who we are”, the “what we do” is usually 

compromised and under-achieved.

Intrinsic, Extrinsic, and Systemic indicate the three fundamental forms of judgment that a person uses daily and the three 

fundamental ways that a person can experience the world, other people, and the self. 

Intrinsic  judgment relates to people judgment, the ability to be savvy about people and size people up in a discerning 

manner. 

Extrinsic  judgment is task or work judgment and relates to doing a job with effectiveness and efficiency— also being 

dependable—work ethic. 

Systemic  judgment, or big-picture judgment, relates to the ability to understand implications and consequences, the big 

picture. 

In our daily lives, there is seldom an hour that passes that we do not make some form of intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic 

judgments. In most instances and situations, we could use a little wisdom—good sense, and good judgment, for as much as 

our judgment becomes stronger, the likelihood for our success becomes greater.
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Part 1:  External / Work-Side Judgments

Global Scores:  Fundamental Judgment Measures

Johnny's Global Scores are     I = 18     E = 3     S = 26

Intrinsic = People Skills/Relational (the human factor)

To be able to understand and relate to people, in terms of picking up on the subtlety of people, savvy about people, “smart” 

about people. A good car salesman is often able to “size up” people quickly, to determine if they are simply looking, or 

actually buying, a sign of strong intrinsic judgment. Often people with strong intrinsic judgment are very caring and 

compassionate.

An Intrinsic Score of 18 indicates that Johnny has above average capability with regards to people skills and relational 

judgment.

Extrinsic = Processes, Tasks, Work (tactical judgment)

Strong extrinsic judgment is the ability to be able to move a process along efficiently and effectively, and even economically. 

Strong extrinsic judgment indicates a good work ethic, to be trainable and dependable, to be able to accomplish work and 

tasks.

An Extrinsic Score of 3 indicates that Johnny has very strong  capability to utilize in decision making with regards to process 

and task oriented judgment.

Systemic = Big Picture, Implications/Consequences (strategic judgment)

A strong systemic score indicates someone who can comprehend the “big picture”, implications and consequences, to 

understand combinations and how various realities fit together to form a solution. We may say that an individual can’t see 

the forest for the trees, which is a sign of poor systemic judgment. Systemic scores are usually the weakest of the three 

Global scores.

A Systemic Score of 26 indicates that Johnny has above average capability with regards to big picture judgment and the 

implications and consequences of decisions.

Notes 1:

Global Scores provide a broad assessment of I ntrinsic, E xtrinsic, and S ystemic capabilities. Most people have stronger 

judgment (smaller number) in one of the three global judgments. The strongest area of I, E, or S indicates how a person will 

first approach a situation. It also indicates the area in which they are  most comfortable and most adept.

Johnny's Strongest Global score is an Extrinsic score of 3 meaning that Johnny will approach a task or situation by first 

evaluating the work involved.  The next strongest Global is an Intrinsic score of 18.  Johnny will secondly evaluate the people 

involved.  The weakest Global is a Systemic score of 26 meaning that Johnny will approach a task or situation by last 

evaluating longer term consequences and implications in the decision making process.
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Note 2:

There is a word of caution when one Global Score is notably stronger, more than 10 points, than one or both of the other 

Global Scores. A notably greater strength will overshadow relatively weaker areas of judgment, even if all three global 

judgments are strong. Make sure that the weaker area is considered when decisions are made so as to avoid judgment 

“tunnel vision”. Consider a disparity of Global Scores to be an opportunity for development by giving greater consideration 

to the weaker areas of judgment.

A Challenge for Johnny is the difference between the highest and lowest Global scores.  Even though Johnny has above 

average capability regarding longer term consequences and implications in the decision making process, the likelihood of 

using that capability is pushed back or diminished.  It would be wise to encourage Johnny to slow down and think about 

longer term consequences and implications in the decision making process.

Note 3:

The “Average” range is approximately midway between the strongest possible score and the weakest possible score, a 

mathematical average. Thus, for certain work environments which place high demands on judgment, a score within the 

“Average” range may not necessarily reflect a suitable score.

Stage Type

The relationship of Global scores to each other produces a composite result and a Stage Type. If any two Global scores are

exactly 1 point from each other, there will also be a Fringe Type. When this occurs, it is necessary to look at Stage Type and

Fringe Type in order to have a full understanding of your strengths. Your Stage Type will not likely remain static over time,

and this is not a goal. Stage Types may change depending on the demands of a particular job.

Johnny's Global Composite = E>I>S and Stage Type of 4 = Mentoring / Coaching.  People of this stage type make good 

counselors, mentors, and teachers. They are good at explaining how work should be accomplished and are productive. They 

know how to get things done. Frustrations: When people don't do what they say they are going to do or when there is a lack 

of performance or laziness.

Decision-Making Ability

Measures the capability to see and use that which is relevant in complex situations; to observe and integrate information, 

make decisions, solve problems, and find solutions. 

Johnny's above average score of 21 indicates the ability to receive information from a variety of sources, process and 

synthesize that information, determine an appropriate solution, decide on a course of action, and ultimately complete the 

task. Good decisions can be made even while working under stress.

Note: This is the most important indicator on the entire AQ in terms of capability and work.
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Ability to Notice Insight, Sensitivity

Measures how well a person notices that which is not obvious; the ability to be sensitive to that which is beneath the 

surface, to understand subtlety, and to recognize the depth involved in situations; i.e. a noticing scale.

Johnny's above average score of 12 indicates a person who is more aware of nuance and subtle elements; such strong 

scores indicate an ability to notice more in a circumstance; indicates someone with well-developed instincts and intuition.

Dealing With Difficult Situations, Problem Solving Energy, Innovation

Measures the capability to deal effectively with difficult situations and circumstances, to retain control of situations involving 

difficult people; degree of patience, problem-solving energy.

Johnny's below average score of 47 indicates a person who will avoid difficult situations and should not be put in customer 

service positions.  It is likely that this person will experience undue stress from difficult situations.    Note: A score in this 

range is often due to stress, overwhelming responsibilities, and lack of appropriate rest.

Effects of Work Side Stress

A complex measure of the obvious stressors that exist on the work side of a person’s life and the person’s ability to cope 

with those stressors. 

Johnny's very strong score of 0 indicates a strong, positive attitude, allowing a person to enter into work with a dynamic, 

positive, and upbeat attitude.

Note: This indicator does not specifically measure the presence or the amount of stress. It measures the ability to cope or 

deal with stress. For example, some individuals experience a minor amount of stress and are extremely negatively impacted. 

Other individuals are able to cope with an enormous amount of stress. This indicator specifically measures an ability to cope 

and put forth a positive attitude in the presence of stress.

Focus and Concentration

Measures the capability to maintain concentration on problems in the external world in the midst of distractions, clutter, 

and confusion, without disruption or breaks in concentration.

Johnny's average score of 33 indicates a need for isolation or insulation in order to avoid being distracted. A reduction in the 

amount of clutter, physical and mental, will improve focus and judgment.
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Directions Followed With Accuracy

Measures the ability to follow directions; to understand directions, and the ability to carry them out with accuracy and 

precision. The same will be true for rules and regulations as well.

Johnny's very strong score of 0 indicates the ability and tendency to follow directions precisely, and someone who is likely to 

be judgmental of those who do not.

Decision Making Style-Work Side

Measures the tendency to be either reactive or deliberative when making decisions.

Johnny's below average score of 50 indicates a reactionary decision-making style, but with less understanding, which may 

result in less effective decisions, a “knee-jerk” problem solving style. Individuals in this range need to slow down their 

decision making process and consider all aspects before making decisions in order to improve the quality of their decisions.

Realism vs. Idealism Orientation

Measures the tendency to be realistic or idealistic, both perspectives being positive depending on the specific 

circumstances.

Johnny's idealistic score of 59 indicates an idealistic approach—seeing the world as it ought to be.

Note: Groups tend to be better with a diversity of scores thanwith scores isolated in one area. People from opposite ends of
the spectrum may frustrate each other because they do not relate to each other's perspective. However, awareness of these
scores will improve this situation

General Tolerance, Acceptance of Others

Measures a person’s capability for tolerance and openness to new ideas and differences between people.

Johnny's strong score of 17 indicates a person who will be tolerant of people who are not like them in some significant way. 

This may relate to differences in age, gender, ethnicity, or differences in beliefs, politics, or even differences in pace or 

speed of work. Strong scores indicate a tendency toward valuing respect, and away from bigotry, and prejudice. Strong 

scores reflect openness to others, even those who may be very different.
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Compassion, Empathy, Actions of Care

Measures care, compassion, and empathy.  The capability to help others solve personal problems.

Johnny's above average score of 21 indicates a person who will often attract others to them, inspire confidence and trust, 

conveys concern, care, sympathy, and good advice. These individuals highly value relationships. Strong scores indicate a 

“people person", someone with people skills and capable social skills, not necessarily a pronounced extroversion, rather 

confidence in social settings.

Note: Indicator 9 is concerned with a “conceptual” component of intrinsic judgment. Correspondingly, Indicator 10 is 
concerned with an “actualization” component of intrinsic judgment. Therefore, when Indicator 10 is stronger than Indicator 9, 
a person is likely to be good at both the conceptual understanding of a problem, and the ability to actually resolve the problem. 
When the conceptual score is stronger, a person will tend to think more about a problem rather than deal with it directly. 
Ideally, the “actualization” score 10 will be equal or stronger than the “conceptual” score 9. If so, a person will tend to not 
only be able to “talk the talk”, but also “walk the walk”

Trainability- The Ability to Understand Work

Measures a person's basic understanding of what takes place in the general dynamics of a work environment.

Johnny's very strong score of 4 indicates a person who will be more easily trained, able to learn new processes more quickly, 

and capable of finding their way around a workplace without constant supervision.

Deperndability, Reliability, Work Ethic

Measures dependability. Here, being dependable is not seen as a concept or an idea, but as concrete, real actions.

Johnny's very strong score of 0 indicates a person who is very helpful in situations where task completion is important, as it 

indicates responsibility and dependability, those who do what they say they will do.

Note: Indicator 11 is concerned with a “conceptual” component of extrinsic judgment. Correspondingly, Indicator 12 is 
concerned with an “actualization” component of extrinsic judgment. Therefore, when Indicator 12 is stronger than Indicator 
11, a person is likely to be good at both the conceptual understanding of a problem, and the ability to actually resolve the 
problem. When the conceptual score is stronger, a person will tend to think more about a problem rather than deal with it 
directly. Ideally, the “actualization” score 12 will be equal or stronger than the “conceptual” score 11. If so, a person will tend 
to not only be able to “talk the talk”, but also “walk the walk
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Understanding Big Picture Implications

Measures an ability to appreciate the need to consider the big picture as well as implications and consequences of decisions; 

to conceptualize and evaluate globally.

Johnny's above average score of 24 indicates a positive tendency to evaluate theoretically and abstractly, and also the 

capability for planning, visioning, and brainstorming.

Using Big Picture Implications

Measures a person’s ability to use big pictures, implications, and consequences in decisions.

Johnny's above average score of 26 indicates a person who will pause and give consideration to implications and 

consequences, the ability for long range strategic planning and brainstorming, able to solve global, theoretical problems.

Note: Indicator 13 is concerned with a “conceptual” component of systemic judgment. Correspondingly, Indicator 14 is 
concerned with an “actualization” component of systemic judgment. Therefore, when Indicator 14 is stronger than Indicator 
13, a person is likely to be good at both the conceptual understanding of a problem, and the ability to actually resolve the 
problem. When the conceptual score is stronger, a person will tend to think more about a problem rather than deal with it 
directly. Ideally, the “actualization” score 14 will be equal or stronger than the “conceptual” score 13. If so, a person will tend 
to not only be able to “talk the talk”, but also “walk the walk”

Overall Strength of Work Side Judgement

Measures the general strength, consistency, and overall validity of Part 1.

Johnny's above average score of 21 indicates overall diminishing judgment capacities which may be required to handle 

issues, situations, problems, or jobs with high judgmental demands and stress.
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Part 2:  Internal / Self-Side Judgments

  Furthering our values discussion, we believe that “what we do” will always and forever be driven by “who we are”—the 

basic concept that our actions are driven by our values. Most people understand and will affirm this connection between 

“what we do” and “who we are”, for our values are not merely possessions that we have; our values make us who we are.

  It is commonplace to see people’s work impacted both positively or negatively by the internal dynamics of their personal 

lives. Not all people, but a large majority, are stronger within their work-side judgments than within their self-side, and we 

see this in their judgment scores. Many aai scores reveal people who focus on giving time and energy to responsibilities, 

roles, accountabilities—work, school, community, home, children, mates, stray animals, etc.—and yet do not adequately 

take care of themselves. The values of Western culture that place a high priority on sacrifice, altruism, and giving of one’s 

self first, reinforces these tendencies. In and of themselves, these giving tendencies are likely not a problem, and are in fact 

a great positive in terms of cultivating personal success, but taken to extremes or without an adequate work/life balance, 

happiness and satisfaction, personal contentment, and ultimately personal success in life may suffer, sometimes greatly.

  Work plays a huge role in most people’s lives. Work consumes a large part of time, energy, and attention. For many, work 

becomes the way that we manifest ourselves in the world and is often at the core of our identity. Work can be a source of 

profound gratification, yet absent gratification and fulfillment, work can be a source of tremendous frustration. The scores 

and their interpretive results for some people will be uncomfortable, especially if your scores are weak, but by moving 

through them with honesty, they can be a catalyst for satisfying change, development, and improvement.

  Consider Part 1 scores to be capability and Part 2 scores to be capacity . Capability is an “external world” reality that 

relates to our judgment ability to enhance and direct all that we do. Capacity is an “internal world” reality that relates to the 

force/energy of who we are, how well we understand ourselves, and the harmony that we feel within ourselves that gives 

us confidence, presence, and power. When striving for greater capability it is important not to overlook capacity . 

Organizations should be wary of demanding more and more capability , especially if adequate attention is not being paid to 

capacity . Conversely, if adequate attention is paid to the capacity of the workforce, i.e. Part 2 judgments, then even the 

most extreme organizational capability demands can be managed effectively, thus improving the organization. Capability 

will always be limited by the “ceiling” of capacity that stands over a person’s life. Most people, even those already 

successful, will improve themselves not necessarily by becoming better workers, but by giving greater emphasis to 

improvements on the self-side.
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Part 2 Global Scores:  Fundamental Judgment Measures

Johnny's Part 2 Global Scores are     I = 15     E = 16     S = 19

The part 2 Global scores, Intrinsic, Extrinsic, and Systemic, should be viewed in relation to each other, as a set of three scores, noting 

the following relationships:

1. Dominant—the strongest (lowest number) Part 2 Global score. The strongest Global score indicates how a person tends to view 

themselves, explained below. When two or three Global scores are equal and dominant, they contribute equally to a person’s view.

Johnny's most dominant global score is a strong Intrinsic score of 15 followed by a strong Extrinsic score of 16 and a a strong 

Systemic score of 19.

People who are dominant Intrinsic in Part 2 tend to see themselves in terms of their own personal uniqueness, that they are 

a one-of-a-kind unique individual. They understand their individuality and feel prominence and value within themselves.  It 

is desirable to be “Dominant I” within the Part 2 Global scores. For example, scores of 12, 15, 19, the Intrinsic is the 

strongest, is “Dominant I”.

2. Parity—the range from strongest to weakest among the three Part 2 Global scores. Ideally all three scores are within 10 

points, or even better, 5 points of each other. When there is parity among the Global scores, no area of judgment 

overshadows any other, and a person is better able to grasp and incorporate all facets of their personal values and 

judgments, and better use them when making personal decisions.

3. Strength—the strength of each Global score. Ideally all scores are 20 or stronger.

Understanding What is "Important"

Measures the capacity to discern what is important, or what needs to be done within the framework of personal matters and 

situations; a sense of priority.

Johnny's strong score of 17 indicates a person with a strong sense of priority, what should be done or needs to be done, a sense of 

what is personally important.
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Self Regard/Self Care

Measures a person’s adequacy of self-regard (which should not be interpreted as selfishness). Taking care of self is extremely 

important to overall personal happiness, well-being, and overall effectiveness. If scores are not attended to it will take away from all 

aspects of life; work, personal, spiritual, etc.

Johnny's strong score of 18 indicates a lack of self-care. Consider a change of routine, with emphasis on self.

Self Accepting vs Self Criticizing

Measures the level of self-criticism. Also may be considered self-induced stress, and the degree to which a person is 

motivated by their self-accomplishments.

Johnny's average score of 32 indicates a tendency to be self-critical, possibly used as self-motivation. This is very common.

Note: More people score more poorly on this indicator than any other, including those with strong judgment and work performance. Such 
scores are not logical and should be examined through selfreflection

Effects of Self Side Stress

Measures a person’s attitude toward their personal, internal self; an ability to cope with adversity in personal matters and 

the ability to handle self-side stress.

Johnny's very strong score of 0 indicates the presence of coping skills to help resolve personal issues, and strong personal 

anchors.

Note: This indicator does not specifically measure the presence or the amount of stress. It measures the ability to cope or deal 
with stress. For example, some individuals experience a minor amount of stress and are extremely negatively impacted. Other 
individuals are able to cope with an enormous amount of stress. This indicator specifically measures an ability to cope and put 
forth a positive attitude in the presence of stress.

Assertive vs Conflict Avoidant

Measures the level of assertiveness or conflict avoidance in a person’s life and a measure of the capacity to deal with 

problems which are personally difficult.

Johnny's strong score of 18 indicates a tendency to be open, assertive, and straightforward, comfortable with situations 

even if they may lead to conflict.
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Moral Clarity

Measures the development of a person’s sense of moral right and wrong; moral conscience.

Johnny's very strong score of 0 indicates moral clarity, yet less judgmental, more forgiving.    Note: Strong scores do not 

guarantee moral behavior.  However, immoral behavior will trigger feelings of guilt.  A person with strong scores will often 

refer problems and issues to the higher arbitration of conscience.

Note: Strong scores do not guarantee moral behavior.  However, immoral behavior will trigger feelings of guilt.  A person 
with strong scores will often refer problems and issues to the higher arbitration of conscience.

Decision Making Style, Self Side

Measures a person’s problem solving style; how an individual solves problems at home, with family, and in personal 

settings.

Johnny's very strong score of 3 indicates a more reactionary decision-making style, but usually with good understanding that 

results in more effective decisions. Individuals in this range are seen as decisive people.

Acceptance of Change/ Role Identity

Measures the ability to deal with change, and the intensity of a person’s role identity.

Johnny's very strong score of 3 indicates less role identity; a person who sees themselves as unique, not first defined by a 

job; they do not resist change and may even be drawn to change.

Meaningfulness of Work, Self Identity

Measures the degree to which work is meaningful in a person’s life, whether an individual feels that their work has meaning 

and purpose—a highly personal indicator (specifically whether your work has meaning for you, not whether your work has 

meaning to others), also self-identity, who I am. Work is often the most significant component in a person’s life, and can be 

extremely positive or negative in terms of self-identify.

Johnny's strong score of 17 indicates a person who enjoys and find meaning in their work most of the time.

Morale: The Value of Work

Measures: the degree to which work is seen as a positive and necessary part of life; indicates whether a person values and 

appreciates work. The degree to which work contributes, matters, and makes a difference in the lives of others. Indicator 9 

above, “Meaningfulness of Work” is a measure of ow one feels about their work, while 10, “Morale” here is a measure of 

how your morale on the job will e perceived by others.
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Johnny's strong score of 19 indicates the feeling “I get to work”. These individuals will project good morale in the work lace. 

Individuals with extremely strong scores likely can’t imagine “not working”.

Basic Organization Ability

Measures the capacity to organize and to plan. To the extent that more organization is present, here is likely to be more 

accomplishment of goals, ambitions, responsibilities, and even dreams.

Johnny's strong score of 19 indicates the capacity to successfully plan strategies and tactics to achieve goals and dreams. 

People with scores in this range likely have a sense of duty or a sense of “who I ought to be”.

Solving Personal Problems for Self

Measures the capacity for internal dialogue, the ability to solve personal problems.

Johnny's strong score of 16 indicates a good internal dialogue, trust of one’s own reasoning, the ability to be one’s own best 

counselor, adept at solving personal problems—often talking out loud to themselves to clarify issues and problems. 

However, there may be a reluctance to seek outside help.

Solving Practical Problems for Self

Measures the capacity for making good practical decisions for self.

Johnny's strong score of 16 indicates the ability to make good, practical decisions without advice and counsel.

Note: This differs from Indicator 11 above in that it involves tasks, processes, things—practical issues as opposed to personal 
issues

Environmental Conscientousness

Measures the capacity for bringing discipline and structure to strategic plans, visions, and goals.

Johnny's above average score of 21 indicates a bit of clutter and less personal structure, which may lead to more difficulty 

reaching personal goals. Consider reducing personal clutter.

Note: Indicator 13 above indicates the ability to conceptualize and articulate plans, goals, and visions. Here the 
score indicates whether a person can execute and deliver those plans, goals, and visions.

Overall Strength of Self Side Judgement

Measures the general strength, consistency, and overall validity of Part 2.

Johnny's strong score of 16 indicates predictably strong overall personal judgments.
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PART 3: BALANCE INDICATORS
Each of the indicators examined so far relate to the strength of a person’s judgment. There are challenges to be faced with both 

strong and weak scores. Our experience is that when scores begin to improve, there is a catalyst that occurs in which a positive, 

snowball effect leads to further improvement.

We should also look closely at the Balance Indicators. It is not only important to be strong in our judgments, it is also important to be 

balanced in our judgments. Strength without balance can be like the proverbial bull in the china shop. For example, children may be 

neglected and abused if they are undervalued, or become spoiled brats if they are overvalued. As parents we hope to be balanced 

toward our children.

Balance is achieved if balance scores are 5 points or less from center, -5 to +5 . Scores of 6 to 10 points from center indicate an issue 

worthy of discussion. Greater than 10 points from center indicates a lack of balance.

The degree of lack of balance will immediately let a person know where the most work is needed, and the specific balance category 

will allow a person to know what type of work is needed.

When there is balance in all three work-side areas, a person will be more easily listened to, followed, and trusted. The Balance 

Indicators on the work-side can ultimately be used as a measure of trustworthiness.

When there is balance in all three self-side areas, a person will be more likeable.

When there is balance on both sides, a person will have more authenticity, power, and presence—as opposed to phoniness and 

weakness. These are indispensable factors in positions of leadership, and also for those who seek a basic, simple, yet well-lived life.

WORK-SIDE BALANCE

1. VALUE OF PEOPLE / RELATIONS
What it Measures: the degree to which a person has balance of judgment in regard to people.

Johnny's Part 1 Balance I score of -12 indicates a person who strongly undervalues others and could be mean 
spirited or highly negative toward people. This person could potentially act in dictatorial or negatively aggressive 
ways. People with a score in this range may at times treat people in a demeaning, abusive, or cruel manner. 

2.   VALUE OF WORK / TASKS
What it Measures: the degree to which a person has balance of judgment in regard to tasks, work and processes.

Johnny's Part 1 Balance E score of 3 indicates a person who properly values the practical or in regarding the way 
work and tasks are treated.  People with a score in this range will be balanced in their approach to task. They are 
likely not lazy or obsessed with work to the point of burnout.
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3.   VALUE OF IDEAS

What it Measures: the degree to which a person has balance of judgment in regard to abstract, big picture perspectives of life.

Johnny's Part 1 Balance S score of 9 indicates a person who overvalues external rules, systems and order 

in the world. This person may have a tendency for slightly over structuring and regulation of things in the 

world. This person may also have a tendency to over-think issues, to brainstorm endlessly, and/or to 

become victimized by the paralysis of analysis.  People with a score in this range often are not capable of 

making clear and decisive decisions.

SELF-SIDE BALANCE

Balance scores on the self-side are usually weaker than work-side scores. This is because most people are better at taking care of roles, 

obligations, duties, etc. for family, work, community and others, than they are at taking care of themselves.

1. SELF-ESTEEM / SELF-CONFIDENCE
What it Measures: the degree to which a person has balance of self-esteem, self-confidence, if they think well of themselves.

Johnny's Part 2 Balance I score of 2 indicates a person who have a proper value of self and this is a person who is 
balanced in their self-esteem.  They neither undervalue nor overvalue themselves.

2.   ROLE SATISFACTION
What it Measures: the degree of meaning, satisfaction, and fulfillment that a person has from their roles in life. These roles involve 

activities in both the personal and professional dimensions.

Johnny's Part 1 Balance E score of -5 indicates a person who properly values their own personal situation and 
circumstances. This person is balanced in their self-concepts.  People with a score in this range usually express 
satisfaction with and find meaning in their primary role in life.  With most people, their primary role in life is their 
work.

3.   SELF-MOTIVATION

What it Measures: the degree to which a person has a balance of self-image, self-motivation.

Johnny's Part 2 Balance S score of 3 indicates a person who properly values external rules, systems, and order 
internally. This person will be balance in their actions in regards to the long term implications and consequences. 
This score indicates a healthy balance of order which most likely manifest as self-discipline  Rarely are there self-
defeating behaviors associated with a lack of self disciplin in this range of scores.  People who score in this range 
will likely have energy, tenacity, and commitment and are usually highly motivated to achieve their goals. 
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CONCLUSION – WHAT NOW?
At Athena Assessment Inc., we believe that our evaluative judgment—more than anything else—influences our achievements and 

success and happiness. Ironically, for most of us, the topic of evaluative judgment is something that we rarely give a great deal of  

onsideration. We constantly make decisions, but likely give little thought to the tangible evaluative judgment process of making those 

decisions, even though unequivocally it is precisely the use of superior evaluative judgment, both professionally and personally, that is 

at the heart of our success and happiness.

Let this document become a catalyst for self-understanding and positive change. We suggest that you keep it handy and refer to it 

often. Read it with an open mind, and trust the scores. It will help you gain additional insight into your particular judgments. If certain 

scores are not as strong as you would like, do not give up hope, judgments can be improved. Reflect upon and study the explanations, 

incorporate the advice and information, and you will see  mprovements in your judgments and decisionmaking, and subsequently a 

concrete positive impact within both your personal and professional lives.__
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